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The conversation task is usually formulated as a conditional generation problem, i.e., to generate a natural
and meaningful response given the input utterance. Generally speaking, this formulation is apparently based
on an oversimplified assumption that the response is solely dependent on the input utterance. It ignores the
subjective factor of the responder, e.g., his/her emotion or knowledge state, which is a major factor that affects
the response in practice. Without explicitly differentiating such subjective factor behind the response, existing
generation models can only learn the general shape of conversations, leading to the blandness problem of
the response. Moreover, there is no intervention mechanism within the existing generation process, since the
response is fully decided by the input utterance. In this work, we propose to view the conversation task as a
dual-factor generation problem, including an objective factor denoting the input utterance and a subjective
factor denoting the responder state. We extend the existing neural sequence-to-sequence (Seq2Seq) model
to accommodate the responder state modeling. We introduce two types of responder state, i.e., discrete and
continuous state, to model emotion state and topic preference state, respectively. We show that with our
dual-factor generation model, we can not only better fit the conversation data, but also actively control the
generation of the response with respect to sentiment or topic specificity.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Automatic human-machine conversation is believed to be one of the most challenging problems in
Artificial Intelligence (AI), where users have a conversation with a computer program using natural languages or voice commands or both in open domain [30, 39]. Generally speaking, having
conversations in natural languages is one of the basic ways to communicate. For years, chatbotstyle human-machine conversation systems (e.g., XiaoIce1 and ALIME2 ) as well as academia have
paid much attention to improve conversational AI using natural languages, due to its entertainment and functional roles or commercial values in real-world applications.
Early works in open-domain conversation focused on the rules-based methods, which usually
rely on manual effort in designing rules and thus hardly apply to non-task-specific and chat-style
conversation. Recently, along with the increasing popularity of social media (e.g., Twitter3 and
Weibo4 ), community question-answering platforms (e.g., Baidu Zhidao5 and Yahoo! Answers6 ) and
other web resources, a massive collection of natural human-human conversations are available on
the public web. The big data era accelerates fast progress of conversational research, and studies
begin to develop data-driven approaches, which can be categorized into two folds, i.e, retrievalbased models [14, 51, 52] and generation-based models [37, 39, 42]. When receiving a response
request, the retrieval-based models try to find an existing response from a pre-constructed conversational history repository. Although the retrieved responses are fluent and informative, the
performance is limited by the capacity of the response repository. The retrieval-based models lack
the flexibility, because the set of responses of a retrieval system is fixed once the historical response
repository is constructed in advance.
To make a response highly coherent with respect to the utterance, a better way is to develop the
generation-based models for conversation from end to end. Generation-based models formulate
the conversation task as a conditional generation problem, i.e., to generate a highly appropriate
new sentence as the response given an input utterance. To model conversation as conditional
generation, a widely adopted approach is motivated by the previous studies in statistic machine
translation (SMT) [40], which translate from one language to another. Specifically, a Sequenceto-Sequence (Seq2Seq) model in which two Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) are used as the
encoder and the decoder, respectively, is learned to “translate” an input utterance into a response.
Generation-based models are developing fast and bring the results of good flexibility and quality.
Generally speaking, the formulation of the generation-based methods is based on an oversimplified assumption that the response is solely dependent on the input utterance (i.e., an objective
factor). In human-human conversation, however, the subjective factor of the responder, e.g., his/her
emotion or knowledge state, usually plays an important role in a conversation session. The phenomenon is supported by our observation on everyday conversation between humans. We show a
motivation case to understand that responders often actively control the responses depending on
their own response purpose (which might be affected by a variety of underlying subjective factors
such as their current mood, knowledge state, and so on) in Figure 1. Given an utterance, “Do you
know a good eating place for Australian special food?,” we see that the responder may provide
a positive response (i.e., “I know several wonderful places in the downtown”) if he/she likes the
conversation, or a negative response (i.e., “I do not like Australian food”) if he/she dislikes the
1 http://www.msxiaoice.com/.
2 https://www.alixiaomi.com.
3 https://twitter.com/.
4 http://www.weibo.com/.
5 https://zhidao.baidu.com.
6 https://answers.yahoo.com.
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Fig. 1. A motivation example for responder state modeling from human conversation process.

topic. Alternatively, the responder may provide a very specific response (i.e., “Good Australian
eating places include steak, seafood, cake, etc.”) if he/she is familiar with the topic of “Australian
food,” or just some general response (i.e., “I don’t know”) if not. In summary, given an input utterance, different responder states (e.g, the emotion or knowledge state of the responder) may lead to
quite different responses from the responder. It means that a one-to-many relationship between
an utterance to its responses actually exists in human-human conversation. According to the observation data collected from the real world, the responses are indeed affected by two factors, i.e,
the input utterance and the responder state.
However, without explicitly differentiating such subjective factor and objective factor, there
exist two issues in existing generation-based models. First, existing generation-based models employ a one-fits-all model to capture the one-to-many relationship between an utterance and its
responses in open-domain conversation. Thus, these models tend to learn the general shape of the
conversations and will inevitably favor common and meaningless responses with high frequency—
namely, the blandness problem. Although these responses are safe for replying different utterances,
they may quickly lead to an end of the conversation, severely hurting the user experience of a
chatbot. Second, there is no intervention mechanism or variable as restricted by a human within
existing generation process—namely, the intervention problem. The reason is that the response is
completely decided by the input utterance without other factors. Hence, it is unable to actively
control the generation of the response, which can not well meet responders’ needs and improve
responders’ satisfaction.
There have been a few efforts attempting to address these two issues in literature. For the blandness issue, Reference [17] proposed to use the Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) as the objective to penalize general responses. It could be viewed as a post-processing approach, which did
not solve the generation of trivial responses fundamentally. Reference [47] proposed a joint attention mechanism model that modified the generation probability by adding the pre-defined topic
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 38, No. 3, Article 31. Publication date: June 2020.
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keywords “likelihood” to the “maximum likelihood.” However, it is difficult to ensure that the topics learned from the external corpus are consistent with that in the conversation corpus, leading
to the introduction of additional noises. For the intervention issue, the work in Reference [57]
resolved it to some extent. Reference [57] assumed that there exist some latent responding mechanisms for an input utterance and introduced latent responding factors to model multiple latent
responding mechanisms. However, the response is intrinsically dependent on the input utterance,
because the probability of latent responding mechanism is only conditioned on the input. Also,
these latent factors are usually difficult in interpretation and it is hard to decide the number of the
latent factors. Overall, these works cannot fundamentally solve the blandness and intervention
issue, since they fail to explicitly model the subjective factor of the responder.
In this article, we formulate the conversation task as a dual-factor generation problem and propose a novel Dual-Factor Generation (DFGen) model to solve this problem. Given an input utterance, we aim to produce the response based on two factors, i.e., an objective factor denoting
the input utterance and a subjective factor denoting the responder state. We employ a neural
sequence-to-sequence framework and further introduce an explicit state variable to accommodate
the responder state modeling. Specifically, we introduce two types of responder state, namely,
discrete state and continuous state, to model emotion state and topic preference state, respectively. Meanwhile, we assume that each word, beyond the semantic representation that relates to
its meaning, also has another representation that relates to the usage preference under different
responder states. We name this representation as the usage representation of words. To mimic
different responder states, we employ two types of intervention mechanism, i.e., discrete-based
intervention mechanism and continuous-based intervention mechanism. In this way, we can not
only better fit the intrinsic shapes of conversation data, but also actively control the response generation with respect to sentiment or topic specificity by varying the state variable. To the best of
our knowledge, so far there have been no works to simultaneously consider the objective factor
and subjective factor that affect the response generation in a general way.
We conduct an empirical study on two large public conversation datasets and compare our
model with several state-of-the-art response generation methods. Empirical results show that our
model is capable of responding to utterances within sentiment and topic specificity intervention
as restricted by a human and significantly outperform existing methods under both automatic and
human evaluations. We also provide detailed analysis on DFGen model and conduct case studies
to verify the patterns captured by our model over different responder states.
2

RELATED WORK

In this section, we briefly review the related work on the traditional conversation models, diversityenhanced conversation models, persona-based conversation models, and emotion-aware conversation models.
2.1

Traditional Conversational Models

Automatic conversation has attracted increasing attention over the past few years. At the very
beginning, people started the research using hand-crafted rules and templates [11, 43, 45]. These
approaches required little data for training but huge manual effort to create enough handcraft
rules or templates, which is very time-consuming. For now, with the prosperity of social media, forums, and other web resources, people begin to pay more attention to data-driven methods
instead of human-driven methods. Most modern conversational models fall into two major categories: retrieval-based and generation-based.
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2.1.1 Retrieval-based Conversational Models. Retrieval-based conversational models search the
most suitable response from candidate responses using different schemas [14, 15, 44, 46, 48–50,
52, 59]. Most retrieval-based methods could be decomposed into two steps: (1) retrieve a set of
candidate responses using basic retrieval models, e.g., BM25 [34]; and (2) re-rank the candidate responses with neural ranking models to find the best matching response. Reference [44] proposed
a retrieval-based response model for short-text-based conversation to leverage the huge samples
collected from social media. Reference [48] proposed a retrieval-based conversation system with
the deep learning-to-respond schema through a deep neural network framework driven by web
data. Reference [52] considered to leverage external knowledge into the matching process of dialogue context and candidate responses for response ranking. Although the retrieved responses
are fluent with great diversity, these approaches lack the flexibility, since the pool of possible responses is constructed in advance (e.g., pre-existing human responses). Thus, retrieval systems
may fail to return appropriate responses for those unseen input utterances [9] and are difficult to
be extended to open domains.
2.1.2 Generation-based Conversational Models. In recent years, generation-based conversation
systems have greatly advanced with the help of deep learning and reinforcement learning techniques [4, 7, 10, 20, 32, 33, 35, 37, 39, 41, 42]. The basic neural encoder-decoder framework for
generation-based conversation models is actually developed with a Statistic Machine Translation
(SMT) framework [3, 6, 40]. Reference [40] proposed the original Seq2Seq framework, which used
multi-layered LSTM as the encoder and another deep LSTM as the decoder for machine translation.
Reference [3] introduced the attention mechanism into the neural network to improve the performance of SMT for long input sentences. Along the way of neural SMT, many recent studies showed
that these models can also be successfully used in conversation modeling. Reference [39] presented
a novel response generation model that can be trained end to end on large unstructured Twitter
conversations. Reference [37] explored using encoder-decoder-based neural network with local
and global attentions to generate replies for short-text conversation. Together with the contemporaneous work [42], these papers first proposed the neural approaches to fully end-to-end conversation modeling. Later, Reference [35] built an end-to-end dialogue system using a hierarchical
recurrent neural network generative model. Reference [10] introduced copynet into the sequenceto-sequence learning framework to simulate the repeating behavior of humans in conversation.
Reference [20] introduced a reinforcement learning framework for neural response generation by
integrating the strengths of neural Seq2Seq systems and reinforcement learning for conversation.
Gradually, researchers introduce various elements into conversation generation, such as diversity,
persona, and emotion.
2.2 Diversity-enhanced Conversation Models
Although the current Seq2Seq model has the ability to generate fluent responses, one serious problem is that the generated responses are usually general (e.g., “I don’t know” or “I’m OK”). Some
recent studies began to focus on improving the generation quality, i.e., generating less bland and
more specific responses. It is also called a diversity problem, since if each response is more specific,
it would be more diverse between responses of different utterances.
As an early work, Reference [17] used Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) as the objective
function for conversation response generation. It is not a unified training model. Instead, it still
trained a maximum likelihood model and used the MMI criterion only for testing to rerank the
top-n candidates generated by Seq2Seq. Reference [19] proposed a data distillation method, which
trains a series of generative models at different levels of specificity and uses a reinforcement
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learning model to choose the model best suited for decoding, depending on the conversation context. These methods circumvented the general response issue by using either a post-processing
approach or a data selection approach. Reference [28] proposed a forward-backward keyword
method that used a pointwise mutual information to predict a noun as a keyword and then used
two Seq2Seq models to generate the forward sentence and the backward sentence. Reference [53]
attempted to improve the specificity with the reinforcement learning framework by using the
averaged IDF score of the words in the response as a reward. Reference [38] presented a conditional variational framework for generating specific responses based on specific attributes. Also,
some works (e.g., such as seqGAN [54] and Adver-REGS [21]) try to use Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) for generation, where the discriminator scores are used as rewards for reinforcement learning. However, the meaning of this reward function is not clear. Reference [36]
presented a latent Variable Hierarchical Recurrent Encoder-Decoder (VHRED) model to explicitly
model generative processes with multiple levels of variability. Moreover, Reference [57] assumed
that there exists some latent responding mechanisms and introduced latent responding factors to
the Seq2Seq model to avoid generating safe responses. However, these latent factors are usually
difficult in interpretation and hard to decide the number. Reference [47] incorporated the topic
information from an external corpus into the Seq2Seq framework to guide the generation. It has
to train an extra LDA model from an extra corpus to generate the topic keyword candidates. However, external dataset may not always be available or consistent with the conversation dataset in
topics.
2.3 Persona-based Conversation Models
In fact, conversational datasets characterize multiple speakers, which often have different or conflicting personas and backgrounds. There have also been some recent studies on persona-based
conversation models to be capable of adapting to different kinds of users. Reference [18] tried to
build a persona-based conversation engine, including a single-speaker speaker model and a dyadic
speaker-addressee model to generate personalized responses. Reference [1] personalized the prediction of responses depending on each user’s personal history across all the conversations in
which he or she participated in. Reference [24] described an interesting approach that uses multitask learning approach to train neural conversation models. It leverages both conversation data
across speakers and other types of data pertaining to the speaker. Reference [31] added intermediate supervision to detect whether a profile should be used when responding to an utterance. Reference [25] presented a personalized end-to-end model for goal-oriented dialogues by incorporating
the profile vector and using conversation context from users. There are some works attempting
to introduce personalized information to dialogues by transfer learning [27, 56]. Different from
prior persona-based works using external personal profiles that are difficult in interpretation and
controllability, our proposed model introduces an explicit state variable that can not only interpret
the responder state but also control the response generation.
2.4 Emotion-aware Conversation Models
Generating diverse emotional responses is becoming increasingly popular as a new research frontier in Natural Language Processing (NLP). To model the emotion influence in large-scale conversation generation and enrich communication, many emotion-aware conversation models have
recently been proposed. Reference [58] used embedding emotion categories, together with capturing the change of implicit internal emotion states and explicit emotion expressions with external
emotion vocabulary to generate responses that are both contextually and emotionally appropriate.
Reference [60] constructed a novel corpus using Twitter conversations with emojis in the response
and employed several conditional variational autoencoders to use emojis to control the emotion of
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the generated text. However, most conversation datasets lack the fine-grained emojis, which can
be seen as the natural label for the emotion of the response, and thus this model can not be applied
to most conversation datasets. Reference [12] concatenated the desired emotion with the source
input during the learning, or pushed the emotion in the decoder. It seems that the model is not able
to capture the precise information carried by the additional emotion category, since it is treated
as just one additional word to concatenate with the input utterance. Reference [2] advanced the
emotional development of affectively neural encoder-decoder dialogue systems by three affective
strategies, namely, affective word embeddings, affect-based objective functions, and affectively diverse beam search. Reference [23] encoded the emotion state of the conversation as distributed
embedding into the process of response generation and then introduced a re-rank function to select the appropriate response. However, these two methods that simply copy and use the emotion
of the input utterance are unable to generate responses of different emotions for the same utterance. Specifically, the model proposed by Reference [2] depends heavily on linguistic resources
and needs manual parameter adjustments. Recently, Reference [5] proposed to first determine the
appropriate emotion to be included in a respons and then generate the responses with the given
emotion. Nevertheless, the probability of each emotion is only conditioned on the input utterance,
and thus the response is still fully decided by the input utterance, which is similar with the problem in Reference [57]. Compared with existing emotion-aware conversation methods, our method
can explicitly model the emotion information and actively control the response generation in an
end-to-end way.
To the best of our knowledge, existing open-domain chatbot-like conversation models usually
generate the response based on the objective factor and ignore the explicit modeling of the subjective factor of the responder, which is also a key factor that affects the generation of the response.
Unlike these existing methods, we propose to view the conversation task as a dual-factor generation problem and introduce responder state modeling into the existing Seq2Seq model.
3

DUAL-FACTOR GENERATION MODEL

In this section, we present the Dual-Factor Generation (DFGen) model, a novel Seq2Seq-based
model to accommodate the responder state modeling for the conversation task. We first give a
discussion about our model compared with previous works and an overview of the model architecture. We then describe each component of our model as well as the learning and generation
procedure specifically.
3.1 Model Discussion
The basic idea of a generative conversational model is to learn the mapping from an input utterance to its response, typically using an encoder-decoder framework. Formally, given an input utterance sequence X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , xT ) and a target response sequence Y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yT  ),
a neural Seq2Seq model is employed to learn p(Y|X) based on the training corpus D =
{(X, Y)|Y is the response of X} (as shown in Figure 2(a)). Without explicitly differentiating the underlying factors of the responder that might affect the response, the learned Seq2Seq model cannot
capture the 1-to-n relationship between all the utterance-response pairs and will inevitably favor
those general responses with high frequency.
Later, Reference [57] considers that the modeling of P (Y|X) for conversation should be complex
enough to represent all the suitable responses. Hence, as shown in Figure 2(b), they assume that
there exists some latent responding mechanisms mi and propose to explicitly model the multiplicity of responding mechanisms by learning p(Y|X, mi )p(mi |X). However, the probability of the
mechanism p(mi |X) is conditioned on X, and thus the response is still fully decided by the input
utterance.
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. 38, No. 3, Article 31. Publication date: June 2020.
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Fig. 2. (a) A graphical model representation of traditional Seq2Seq model. X is the input utterance and Y is
the generated response. (b) A graphical model representation of mechanism-aware Seq2Seq model. mi is the
latent responding mechanism. (c) A graphical model representation of our dual-factor generation model. s
is the subjective factor of the responder.

As compared with previous works, we assume that the response depends on not only the input utterance, but also the subjective factor of the responder. Rather than involving some latent
responding mechanisms as in Reference [57], we propose to introduce an explicit state variable s
into a Seq2Seq model to represent the responder state. As shown in Figure 2(c), the goal of our
model becomes to learn p(Y|X, s) over the corpus D, where we need labels for s for learning. By
doing so, we hope that (1) s would have explicit meaning on the responder state (e.g., emotion or
knowledge state) and (2) s could not only interpret but also actively control the generation of the
response Y given the input utterance X.
3.2 Model Overview
Formally, given an input utterance X = (x 1 , x 2 , . . . , xT ) with T words and the responder state s,
DFGen aims to generate an appropriate response Y = (y1 , y2 , . . . , yT  ).
Basically, the DFGen employs the encoder-decoder framework for the task. In the encoding
phase, we employ the unified encoder framework to obtain the representation of the input utterance. In the decoding phase, we introduce two types of intervention mechanism, i.e., discrete-based
intervention mechanism and continuous-based intervention mechanism, to guide the model to
generate responses under different emotion states and topic preference states, respectively. Moreover, DFGen employs a similar attention mechanism as traditional Seq2Seq approaches [3] to help
the response generation. We will detail our model as follows.
3.3

Encoder

The encoder is to map the input utterance X into a compact vector that can capture its essential
topics. Specifically, we use a bi-directional GRU [6] as the utterance encoder, and each word x i is
first represented by its semantic representation ei mapped by semantic embedding matrix E as the
input of the encoder. The specific implementation of GRU is parameterized as:
zt
rt

ht
ht

= σ (Wz xt + Uz ht −1 + bz ),
= σ (Wr xt + Ur ht −1 + br ),
= tanh(Wh xt + Uh (ht −1 ◦ rt ) + bh ),
= (1 − zt ) ◦ 
ht + zt ◦ ht −1 ,

(1)

where xt , ht , zt , and rt are the input vector, output vector, update gate vector, and reset gate vector,
respectively. Wz , Wr , Wh , Uz , Ur , Uh , bz , br , and bh are parameter matrices and vectors.
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The input to the utterance encoder is the word sequence of a sentence and the utterance encoder sequentially updates its hidden state after receiving each word. The forward GRU in word
encoder reads the words in the tth word x t in the left-to-right direction, resulting in a sequence
→
−
−→
of hidden states (h1 , . . . , hT ). The backward GRU reads x t in the reversed direction and outputs
←
−
←−
(h1 , . . . , hT ). Then, we concatenate the last hidden states of the forward and backward passes as
→
− ←
−
the representation of the word x t , denoted as ht = [ht || ht ]. The encoder represents the utterance
X as a series of hidden vectors {ht }Tt=1 modeling the sequence from both forward and backward
←
−
←
−
directions. Finally, we use tanh(h1 ) as the initial hidden state of the decoder, where h1 is the final
backward hidden state.
3.4 Decoder
The decoderx is to generate a response Y given the hidden representations of the input utterance
X under the responder state denoted by the state variable s. Here, we introduce two types of
responder state, i.e., discrete and continuous state, to model emotion state and topic preference
state, respectively. Specifically, at step t, we define the probability of generating any target word
yt by a “mixture” of probabilities:
p(yt ) = βp M (yt ) + γpS (yt ),

(2)

where β and γ are the coefficients. p M (yt ) denotes the semantic-based generation probability affected by the subjective factor, and it decides what to say next given the input utterance. pS (yt )
denotes the state-based generation probability affected by the objective factor, and it decides how
to reply under the responder state. We now describe the specific generation probability as follows:
3.4.1 Semantic-based Generation Probability. Specifically, the semantic-based generation probability p M (yt ) is defined the same as that in the traditional Seq2Seq model [40]:
p M (yt = w ) = wT (WhM · hyt + WeM · et −1 + bM ),

(3)

where w is a one-hot indicator vector of the word w and et −1 is the semantic representation of
the t − 1-th generated word in decoder. WhM , WeM , and bM are learned parameters. hyt is the tth
hidden state in the decoder, which is computed by:
hyt = f (yt −1 , hyt −1 , ct ),

(4)

where f is a GRU unit and ct is the context vector [3] to allow the decoder to pay different attention
to different parts of input at different steps. A natural option is to represent ct as a weighted sum
of the source hidden states {h1 , . . . , hT }, i.e.,
ct =

T


α t i hi ,

(5)

i=1

where α t i indicates how much the ith word x i from the input utterance contributes to generating
the tth word of the response, and is usually computed as:
exp(hi · hyt −1 )
α t i = T
,
j=1 exp(h j · hyt −1 )

(6)

where hyt −1 represents the RNN hidden state (just before emitting yt ) of the decoder.
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Fig. 3. The overall architecture of our DFGen model with the discrete-based intervention mechanism.

3.4.2 State-based Generation Probability. In this work, we introduce two types of responder
state, namely, discrete state and continuous state, to model emotion state and topic preference
state, respectively. To mimic different responder states, we introduce two types of intervention
mechanisms based on the state variable s, namely, discrete-based intervention mechanism and
continuous-based intervention mechanism. Thus, we achieve two types of state-based generation
probability pS (yt ) in the decoder, namely, discrete-based generation probability and continuousbased generation probability, to generate the responses with different emotion categories or at
different topic specificity levels.
• Discrete-based intervention mechanism. For the discrete-based intervention mechanism, pS (yt ) denotes the discrete-based generation probability, i.e., the probability of the
target word with respect to the given emotion state. Without loss of generality, the emotion categories are isolated from each other in a certain sense and thus can be quantified
by a finite number of values. Hence, s denotes the discrete state variable for modeling the
emotion categories over discrete space.
As shown in Figure 3, we introduce a Softmax layer to define this probability. Specifically,
we assume that each word, beyond its semantic representation e, also has a usage representation u mapped by usage embedding matrix U. The usage representation of a word in the
discrete-based intervention mechanism denotes its usage preference in different emotional
expressions. Assuming that there exists K emotion categories in the responses, the discrete
state variable s then interacts with the usage representations through the Softmax layer to
produce the discrete-based generation probability pS (yt ):
pS (yt = w ) = so f tmax (ΦD (U, w))s ,
ΦD (U, w) = wT (U · WUd + bUd ),

(7)

where ΦD maps the word usage representation into K-dimensionality vector. WUd ∈ R M ×K
and bUd are parameters to be learned, where M is the dimension of each usage representation u.
K elements in the vector ΦD (U, w) denote the probabilities of a word belonging to K
different emotion categories, respectively. The softmax function is used to normalize all
the elements in the vector as a probability distribution. Then, the discrete state variable is
used to select the s-th element from the vector as the predicted discrete-based generation
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Fig. 4. The overall architecture of our DFGen model with the continuous-based intervention mechanism.

probability belonging to the desired emotion. Note here that, in general, we can use any
multi-classification function to define the ΦD (U, w).
• Continuous-based intervention mechanism. For the continuous-based intervention
mechanism, pS (yt ) denotes continuous-based generation probability, i.e., the probability of
the target word with respect to the topic preference state. The topic specificity level changes
from general to specific gradually and thus can be quantified by an infinite number of values
between any two values. Therefore, s denotes the continuous state variable for modeling
the topic specificity levels over continuous space.
As shown in Figure 4, here, we introduce a Gaussian Kernel layer to define this probability.
Similar with the discrete-based intervention mechanism, each word in the continuous-based
intervention mechanism also has a usage representation u, which denotes its usage preference at different topic specificity levels. Given the continuous state variable s, we want
the word usage representation to regress to the topic specificity of the response through
certain mapping function. Hence, the continuous state variable s interacts with the usage
representations through the Gaussian kernel layer to produce the continuous-based generation probability pS (yt ):


1
(ΨC (U, w) − s) 2
pS (yt = w ) = √
exp −
,
2σ 2
2πσ
(8)
T
s
s
ΨC (U, w) = σ (w (U · WU + bU )),
where σ 2 is the variance, and ΨC (·) maps the word usage representation into a real value
with the continuous state variable s as the mean of the Gaussian distribution. WUs and bUs
are parameters to be learned.
Note here that, in general, we can use any real-value function to define ΨC (U, w). In this
work, we use the sigmoid function σ (·) for ΨC (U, w), since we want to define s within the
range [0, 1] so each end has very clear meaning on the topic specificity, i.e., 0 denotes the
most general response, while 1 denotes the most specific response. In the next, we will also
keep this definition of each end when we define the distant label for the continuous state
variable.
• Intervention mechanism discussion. Here, we give a detailed discussion about the
discrete-based and continuous-based intervention mechanism to further understand how
our model works.
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— The common purpose of these two intervention mechanisms is to explicitly accommodate
the responder state modeling and control the generation of the response as restricted by
a human. This can provide the user with a better overall conversation experience and, in
turn, boost the response performance and satisfaction of a conversation system.
— The key difference between the discrete-based and continuous-based intervention mechanism is to model different responder states. In a conceptual way, the discrete and continuous state could cover a majority of responder states. First, other than the topic preference
state used in this work, there could be many other continuous states, e.g., humor state,
curious state, and imagination state. What they have in common is that we can quantify
them on an uncountable set of values between the maximum and minimum. Thus, the
basic idea of the continuous-based intervention mechanism is to let the word usage representation regress to the continuous state variable. When we do this under a probabilistic
framework, this is equivalent to define a Gaussian kernel layer as in Equation (8). Second,
the discrete state could model many other states in addition to the emotion state, such as
expression pattern state (e.g., question, imperative, and exclamatory). Different from the
continuous state, the discrete state is a kind of statistics quantified on discrete specific values. Therefore, we define a discrete probabilistic framework as in Equation (7) to classify
each word into the discrete state variable, i.e., one pre-defined target emotion category.
Finally, the regression problem in the continuous-based intervention mechanism is fundamentally different from the classification problem in the discrete-based intervention
mechanism. Specifically, we could convert continuous state into a discrete state variable
by dividing continuous state ranges into certain blocks. However, it is hard to decide the
number of the blocks, and the differences between blocks are not statistically significant.
This may result in the limitation of precisely describing different blocks (i.e., categories)
and worse performance of the response generation. In addition, the discrete state is not
continuous and thus cannot be well fitted by a continuous function. Hence, given a responder state, we should select the corresponding intervention mechanism to mimic it.

3.5

Model Learning

We train our DFGen model by maximizing the log likelihood of generating responses over the
training set D:

log P (Y|X, s; θ ),
(9)
L=
(X,Y) ∈ D

where θ denotes all the model parameters. Note here, since s is an explicit state variable in our
model, we need the triples (X, Y, s), i.e., the input utterance, the ground-truth target response, and
the ground-truth responder state, for training. Thus, we need to acquire the labels for discrete and
continuous state variable s, respectively, to learn our model.
3.5.1 Labels for Discrete State Variable. For the discrete variable, the emotion category of the
response is directly available in the public conversation corpus [58]. And thus, we directly use the
conversation dataset annotated with emotions, where the emotion category (e.g., Like, Sadness,
Disgust, Anger, and Happiness) is labeled with each utterance and response.
3.5.2 Distant Supervision for Continuous State Variable. For the continuous variable used in the
continuous-based generation, it is difficult to directly obtain the topic specificity of the responses,
and thus, we propose to employ distant supervision to train our model. Specifically, we introduce two ways of distant supervision, namely, Normalized Inverse Response Frequency (NIRF)
and Normalized Inverse Word Frequency (NIWF).
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• Normalized Inverse Response Frequency. Normalized Inverse Response Frequency
(NIRF) is based on the assumption that a response is more general if it corresponds to more
input utterances in the corpus. Therefore, we use the inverse frequency of a response in
a conversation corpus to indicate its topic specificity level. Specifically, we first build the
response collection R by extracting all the responses from D. For a response Y ∈ R, let f Y
denote its corpus frequency in R. We compute its Inverse Response Frequency (IRF) as:
IRFY = log(1 + |R |)/f Y ,

(10)

where |R | denotes the size of the response collection R. Next, we use the min-max normalization method [13] to obtain the NIRF value. Namely,
NIRFY =

IRFY − minY ∈R (IRFY )
,
maxY ∈R (IRFY ) − minY ∈R (IRFY )

(11)

where max(IRF R ) and min(IRF R ) denote the maximal and minimum IRF value in R, respectively. The NIRF value is then used as the distant label of s in training. Note here that by
using normalized values, we aim to constrain the continuous state variable s to be within
the pre-defined continuous value range [0,1].
• Normalized Inverse Word Frequency. Normalized Inverse Word Frequency (NIWF) is
based on the assumption that the topic specificity level of a response depends on the collection of words it contains, and the sentence is more specific if it contains more specific
words. Hence, we can use the inverse corpus frequency of the words to indicate the topic
specificity level of a response. Specifically, for a word y in the response Y, we first obtain
its Inverse Word Frequency (IWF) by:
IWFy = log(1 + |R |)/fy ,

(12)

where fy denotes the number of responses in R containing the word y. Since a response usually contains a collection of words, there would be multiple ways to define the response-level
IWF value, e.g., sum, average, minimum or maximum of the IWF values of all the words. In
our work, we find that the best performance can be achieved by using the maximum of the
IWF of all the words in Y to represent the response-level IWF by
IWFY = maxy ∈Y (IWFy ).

(13)

This is reasonable, since a response is specific as long as it contains some specific words. We
do not require all the words in a response to be specific, thus sum, average, and minimum
would not be appropriate operators for computing the response-level IWF.
Again, we also use the min-max normalization method to obtain the NIWF value for the
response Y, and the NIWF value is then used as the distant label of s:
NIWFy =

IWFy − minY ∈R (IWFY )
,
max(IWF R ) − minY ∈R (IWFY )

(14)

where max(IWF R ) and min(IWF R ) denote the maximal and minimum IWF value in R,
respectively.
3.6

Controlled Response Generation

In the response generation step, our model provides the intervention mechanism to actively control the generation of the response for a new input utterance. Specifically, we propose to flexibly
vary the state variable s to generate different responses with respect to sentiment or topic, or
employ the ground-truth state variable to fit the conversation data.
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3.6.1 Sentiment Controlled Response Generation. Given an input utterance, there are multiple
emotion categories that are suitable for its response. Hence, we can employ the learned DFGen
model with the discrete-based intervention mechanism to generate emotional responses by varying the discrete state variable s, such as “happiness,” “sadness,” and “anger.” In this way, our work
makes it possible to generate a response to an arbitrary emotion by conditioning the generation
on the responder’s current mood. Moreover, we provide our DFGen model with the ground-truth
emotion category of the response for prediction and comparison.
3.6.2 Topic Specificity Controlled Response Generation. Given a new input utterance, we can
employ the learned DFGen model with the continuous-based intervention mechanism to generate
responses at different topic specificity levels by varying the cause variable s. In this way, we can
simulate human conversations where one can actively control the response specificity, depending
on his/her current knowledge state. When we apply our model to a chatbot, there might be different
ways to use the continuous state variable for conversation in practice. If we want the agent to
always generate informative responses, we can set s to 1 or some value close to 1. If we want
the agent to be more dynamic, we can sample s within the range [0,1] to enrich the styles. Since
the inconsistency of response distributions between the training response collection and testing
response collection, we may not be able to obtain the ground-truth continuous state variable for
the response generation process.
We may further employ some reinforcement learning technique to estimate a model of which
state the responder is likely to express, and then adjust the state variable depending on the responder’ feedbacks. This would make the agent even more vivid, and we leave this as our future
work.
4 EXPERIMENT
In this section, we conduct experiments to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed model
on benchmark collections.
4.1 Dataset Description
To evaluate the performance of our model, we conducted experiments on two conversation
datasets: (1) Emotional Conversation (EC) Dataset7 for the response generation with respect to
sentiment, (2) Short Text Conversation (STC) dataset8 for the response generation with respect to
topic specificity.
4.1.1 EC Dataset. The Emotional Conversation (EC) dataset is released in NLPCC-2017, which
is used for the Emotional Conversation Generation challenge task. EC is constructed from Weibo
posts and comments, and contains more than 1M Weibo post-comment pairs that could be used
to simulate the utterance-response pairs in conversation. The dataset also includes emotion labels of each utterance and response. These sentences are rated on a scale of 0 − 5, i.e., 0: Other, 1:
Like, 2: Sadness, 3: Disgust, 4: Anger, 5: Happiness. Since the test dataset only includes utterances
without the reference responses, we use the provided complete training dataset for our experiments. We employ the Jieba Chinese word segmenter9 to tokenize the utterances and responses
into sequences of Chinese words. The statistics of the EC Dataset are shown in Table 1. We randomly selected two subsets as the development and test dataset, each containing 10K pairs. The
remaining pairs are used for training.
7 http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2017/cfpt.php.
8 http://ntcirstc.noahlab.com.hk/STC2/stc-cn.htm.
9 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/jieba.
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Table 1. Emotional Conversation (EC)
Data Statistics: #w Denotes the Number
of Chinese Words

Utterance-response pairs
Utterance vocabulary #w
Response vocabulary #w
Utterance max #w
Utterance avg #w
Response max #w
Response avg #w
Like
Sadness
Disgust
Response
Anger
Happiness
Other

1,119,207
78,254
78,175
33
8
33
10
200,001
181,252
200,001
139,883
200,001
198,069

Table 2. Short Text Conversation (STC)
Data Statistics: #w Denotes the Number
of Chinese Words

Utterance-response pairs
Utterance vocabulary #w
Response vocabulary #w
Utterance max #w
Utterance avg #w
Response max #w
Response avg #w

3,788,571
120,930
524,791
38
13
74
10

4.1.2 STC Dataset. The public Short Text Conversation (STC) dataset is released in NTCIR-13.
STC maintains a large repository of post-comment pairs from the Sina Weibo, which is one of
the popular Chinese social media sites. STC dataset contains roughly 3.8M post-comment pairs.
We also employ the Jieba Chinese word segmenter to tokenize the utterances and responses into
sequences of Chinese words, and the detailed dataset statistics are shown in Table 2. We randomly
selected two subsets as the development and test dataset, each containing 10K pairs. The left pairs
are used for training.
4.2

Baselines Methods

Since we conduct our dual-factor generation on the conversation task, we compare our proposed
DFGen model against several state-of-the-art conversation models for comparison:
• Seq2Seq-att: the standard Seq2Seq model with the attention mechanism [3];
• MMI-bidi: the Seq2Seq model using Maximum Mutual Information (MMI) as the objective
function to reorder the generated responses [17];
• MARM: the Seq2Seq model with a probabilistic framework to model the latent responding
mechanisms [57];
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• Seq2Seq+IDF: an extension of Seq2Seq-att by optimizing specificity under the reinforcement learning framework, where the reward is calculated as the sentence-level IDF score
of the generated response [53];
• Enc-bef [12] simply adds the emotion as a token (special “words” in a dictionary) before
the utterance sentence as the input. Note the original work contains three methods to directly leverage the desired emotion word and, here, we select one representative method
for comparison.
• ECM: the Seq2Seq model using emotion category embedding, internal emotion memory,
and external memory to generate emotional responses [58].
We refer to our model trained for discrete-based generation and continuous-based generation
as DFGend and DFGenc , respectively. We refer to the DFGenc model trained using NIRF and
NIWF as DFGencNIRF and DFGencNIWF , respectively.
4.3 Implementation Details
As suggested in Reference [37], we construct two separate vocabularies for utterances and responses by using 40K most frequent words on each side in the training data of STC dataset and
EC dataset, respectively. All the remaining words are replaced by a special token <UNK> symbol.
Last, “<eos>” is appended at the end of each sentence to indicate the end of the sentence.
We implemented our model in Tensorflow.10 We tuned the hyper-parameters on the development set. Specifically, we use one layer of bi-directional GRU for encoder and another unidirectional GRU for decoder, with the GRU hidden unit size set as 300 in both the encoder and
decoder. The dimension of semantic word embeddings in both utterances and responses is 300,
while the dimension of usage word embeddings in responses is 50. We apply the Adam algorithm
[16] for optimization, where the parameters of Adam are set as in Reference [16]. The variance σ 2
of the Gaussian kernel layer is set as 1, and all other trainable parameters are randomly initialized
by uniform distribution within [−0.08,0.08]. The mini-batch size for the update is set as 128. We
clip the gradient when its norm exceeds 5. The decoder stops when it generates the “<eos>” token.
Our model is trained on a Tesla K80 GPU card. We run the training for up to 12 epochs for STC
and EC dataset, which takes approximately five days and two days, respectively. We select the
model that achieves the lowest perplexity on the development dataset, and we report results on
the test dataset.
4.4 Evaluation Methodologies
For evaluation on the continuous-based generation, we follow the existing work and employ both
automatic and human evaluations:
• Distinct-1 & Distinct-2 [17]: We count numbers of distinct unigrams and bigrams in the
generated responses and divide the numbers by total number of generated unigrams and
bigrams. Distinct metrics (both the numbers and the ratios) measure how specific and diverse the generated responses are and can be used to evaluate the specificity/diversity of
the responses.
• BLEU [29]: BLEU measures the average n-gram precision on a set of reference sentences.
BLEU-n is BLEU score that uses up to n-grams for counting co-occurrences. Specifically,
BLEU has been proved strongly correlated with human evaluations [22].
• Average & Extrema [36]: Average and Extrema projects the generated response and
the ground-truth response into two separate vectors by taking the mean over the word
10 https://www.tensorflow.org/.
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embeddings or taking the extremum of each dimension, respectively, and then computes
the cosine similarity between them.
• Human evaluation: Three labelers with rich Weibo experience were recruited to conduct
evaluation. Responses from different models are randomly mixed for labeling. Labelers refer to 300 random sampled test utterances and score the quality of the responses with the
following criteria: (1) +2: the response is not only semantically relevant and grammatical,
but also informative and interesting; (2) +1: the response is grammatical and can be used as
a response to the utterance, but is too trivial (e.g., “I don’t know”); (3) +0: the response is
semantically irrelevant or ungrammatical (e.g., grammatical errors or UNK). Agreements to
measure inter-rater consistency among three labelers are calculated with the Fleiss’ kappa
[8].
For evaluation on the discrete-based generation, we also use the BLEU and Average & Extrema metric to measure the average n-gram precision on the reference sentences. Furthermore,
we follow the existing work in Reference [58] and employ the following metrics to evaluate the
emotional responses:
• Accuracy: We compute the emotion accuracy as the agreement between the expected emotion category denoted by the input variable s and the predicted emotion category of a generated response by the emotion classifier. Based on the analysis in Reference [58], we use
the Bi-LSTM to train an emotion classifier on the NLPCC201311 and NLPCC2014,12 which
consists of 23,105 sentences collected from Weibo. The learned classifier is used to predict
the emotion of the generated responses.
• Human evaluation: Three labelers were asked to score the generated response in terms of
Content and Emotion. Content is defined the same as the human evaluation in continuousbased generation with 3-graded scores, which judges whether the generated response is
appropriate to the input utterance. Emotion is defined as whether the emotion expression
of a response agrees with the given emotion category. Following the work in Reference [58],
the Emotion of the responses is scored with the following criteria: (1) +1: the emotion expression of the response agrees with the given emotion category; (2) +0: the emotion expression
of the response disagrees with the given emotion category. We randomly sampled 300 test
utterances from the test dataset. Labelers refer to random sampled test utterances and score
the Content and Emotion of the generated responses.
4.5 Evaluation Results for the Discrete-based Generation
In this section, we will compare our proposed DFGen model against existing generative models
with respect to sentiment.
4.5.1 Model Analysis. We first analyze our DFGend model trained with different emotion categories. For each model, given a test utterance, we vary the discrete state variable s by setting it
to six different values (i.e., 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5) to generate the responses corresponding to six different
emotion categories (i.e., other, like, sadness, disgust, anger, and happiness). We first measure the
matching between the generated responses with the ground-truth response. The results are shown
in Table 3, and we find that: (1) Our DFGend model with the discrete state variable s set to 0 (i.e., the
other emotion) can achieve the best performances. The results indicate that the emotions of the
responses in real data are various, and expressions with the “other” emotion are in the majority.
11 http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2013/.
12 http://tcci.ccf.org.cn/conference/2014/.
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Table 3. Model Analysis of Our DFGend Model with
Respect to Emotion under the Automatic Evaluation

Models
DFGends=0
DFGends=1
DFGends=2
DFGends=3
DFGends=4
DFGends=5

BLEU-1
5.97
4.83
4.29
4.81
2.34
4.17

BLEU-2
2.11
2.00
1.27
1.98
0.94
1.98

Average
25.22
24.36
23.84
24.34
14.52
24.37

Extrema
13.81
13.21
13.07
13.23
6.71
13.23

Table 4. Model Analysis of Our DFGend Model
with Respect to Emotion under the
Accuracy Evaluation (%)

DFGend

Models
s=0
s=1
s=2
s=3
s=4
s=5

Accuracy
46.1
69.3
64.1
68.9
32.8
70.3

Table 5. Model Analysis of Our DFGend Model with Respect
to Emotion under the Human Evaluation

DFGends=0
DFGends=1
DFGends=2
DFGends=3
DFGends=4
DFGends=5

+2
34.56%
31.61%
29.07%
31.86%
21.42%
25.39%

Content
+1
+0
20.03% 45.41%
15.20% 53.19%
18.52% 52.41%
17.66% 50.48%
24.84% 53.74%
31.21% 43.40%

kappa
0.329
0.395
0.371
0.381
0.387
0.383

+1
25.14%
51.81%
43.43%
49.31%
18.28%
53.32%

Emotion
+0
kappa
74.86% 0.671
48.19% 0.711
56.57% 0.730
50.69% 0.731
81.72% 0.728
46.68% 0.725

(2) When the discrete state variable s is set to 4 (i.e., the anger emotion), our DFGend model performs the worst. This is mainly because the responses with anger emotion is least in the corpus.
Then, we compute the accuracy for each emotion category, which measures whether the emotion expression of the generated response agrees with the given emotion category. The results
are shown in Table 4, and we can find that: (1) The overall accuracy is good, and our model can
actively control the sentiment of the generated responses. (2) Our DFGend model with the discrete
state variable s set to 4 (i.e., the anger emotion) performs worst, due to the fact that there are not
sufficient training samples in EC dataset for this category. The anger category has only 139,883
responses in the EC dataset, much less than the other categories.
Table 5 shows the human evaluation results for our DFGend model given different emotion
categories. We can find that: (1) The relative order of DFGend model with different s values on
the human evaluation is quite consistent with that on the automatic evaluation. (2) The smallest
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Table 6. Comparisons between Our DFGend with Respect to Sentiment
and the Baselines under the Automatic Evaluation (%)

Models
Seq2Seq-att
MMI-bidi
MARM
Seq2Seq+IDF
Enc-bef
ECM
DFGend

Accuracy
22.42
25.91
27.37
26.52
63.49
70.07
76.86

BLEU-1
9.37
9.89
6.37
8.01
8.04
8.11
11.36

BLEU-2
2.34
2.56
1.65
1.98
2.03
2.32
4.40

Average
31.15
32.42
31.42
31.03
31.04
31.11
34.45

Extrema
16.76
17.13
15.66
16.75
16.56
16.62
19.67

kappa value of Emotion evaluation is achieved by DFGends=0 , which seems reasonable, since it
is more difficult to reach an agreement on “other” emotion category than other certain emotion
categories. (3) DFGends=5 generates the most general responses (labeled as “+0”). It is reasonable,
since the sentence generated with the “happiness” emotion usually contains some general phrases,
e.g., “ (haha),” and labelers prefer to consider the sentence as a common response that can
reply many other utterances.
4.5.2 Baseline Comparison. We conduct the comparison between our DFGend model and the
baselines. Since Seq2Seq-att, MMI-bidi, MARM, and Seq2Seq+IDF are unable to generate responses
of different emotions for the same utterance, we leverage the generated response ranked highest
for comparison. For our DFGend model and the baseline ECM and Enc-bef, we give the groundtruth emotion category of the response for prediction. The results are shown in Table 6. As can be
seen, we can find that: (1) The relative order of different models on the EC dataset is quite consistent with that on the previous STC dataset. These results again demonstrated the effectiveness
of our model on the emotion-based generation. All the improvements over the baseline models
are statistically significant (p-value < 0.01). (2) Without loss of the generality, the most straightforward approach to include additional emotion information in the generation model is to append
the emotion category to the input utterance with a separator. As a result, Enc-bef can achieve
better results than traditional models without the consideration of emotion influence. By further
modeling the emotion factor using an internal memory module, ECM can significantly outperform
the Enc-bef (p-value < 0.01). (3) Our DFGend model achieves the best performance in terms of all
automatic metrics, which shows the effectiveness of explicitly incorporating the emotion category
of the response. (4) The improvements of our model over the ECM baseline show that modeling
responder state is more suitable for the conversation task than introducing embedding emotion
category.
Table 7 shows the human evaluation results of our DFGend model and baselines. From the results
on the content measure, we can see that: (1) DFGend achieves comparable results, which are significantly better than all the baseline methods. Sign tests demonstrate the improvements of DFGend
to the baseline models are statistically significant (p-value <0.01). (2) To further analyze the human
evaluation, we conduct the averaged scores given by different models, i.e., sum of the percentage
multiplying the human score. As compared with the best-performing baseline ECM, the relative
improvement of DFGend (1.1581) over ECM (0.9933) is about 16.60% in terms of the averaged score.
(3) The percentage of the most informative and interesting responses (labeled as “2”) of DFGend is
52.02%, which is also significantly higher than that of the best baseline ECM, i.e., 43.82% (p-value
<0.01). The improvement shows the ability of DFGend to control the balance of sentiment and
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Table 7. Results on the Human Evaluation of Our DFGend with Respect to Sentiment

Seq2Seq-att
MMI-bidi
MARM
Seq2Seq+IDF
Enc-bef
ECM
DFGend

+2
24.94%
31.48%
28.22%
25.40%
35.66%
43.82%
52.02%

Content
+1
+0
20.62% 54.44%
16.01% 52.51%
15.55% 56.23%
32.56% 42.04%
14.52% 49.82%
11.69% 44.49%
11.77% 36.21%

kappa
0.452
0.427
0.447
0.451
0.452
0.441
0.456

+1
35.24%
38.26%
41.52%
38.97%
42.18%
47.33%
51.61%

Emotion
+0
kappa
64.76% 0.727
61.74% 0.731
58.48% 0.709
61.03% 0.711
57.82% 0.729
52.67% 0.739
48.39% 0.740

appropriate content for the generated response. (4) The kappa value of our model for the content
is larger than 0.4, considered as “moderate agreement” regarding quality of responses.
From the results on the emotion measure, we can observe that: (1) DFGend outperforms the
other methods. Sign tests demonstrate the improvements of DFGend to the baseline models are
statistically significant (p-value < 0.01). (2) The performance in correct emotion (labeled as “1”)
is improved from 47.33% of the best baseline ECM to 51.61% of DFGend , indicating our model can
generate more explicit expressions of emotion compared with using emotion embeddings. (3) The
kappa value of our model for the emotion is larger than 0.7, considered as “substantial agreement”
regarding emotion of responses. It seems reasonable, since it is easy to reach an agreement on the
emotion categories.
4.5.3 Case Study. Here, we show some generated responses from our DFGend for demonstration. First, Table 9 gives four utterances and the top generated responses from the Seq2Seq-att,
MMI-bidi, MARM, and Seq2Seq+IDF baselines and our model. We can see that: (1) Given an utterance, there are multiple emotion categories that are suitable for its corresponding response
in conversation. However, Seq2Seq-att, MMI-bidi, and Seq2Seq+IDF generate a response with a
random emotion. Moreover, the generated responses can not well describe the responder state.
(2) Although the MARM baseline can generate multiple responses from different latent mechanisms, it is difficult to distinguish the responses with respect to the emotion categories. Here, we
show the top responses with highest probability score from generated response candidates for each
utterance, and they are all quite general and short. (3) Our DFGend model can generate emotional
responses conditioned on each emotion category. Take the case 1 “?
! Is there such an interesting place in Changsha?” for example; the emotion of the ground-truth
response is “other,” while the generated responses are related to different emotions. The response
“I still haven’t gone there and I am sad” with s = 2 focuses on the “sadness” emotion, while another
response, “Oh my god. I am so tired” with s = 4 focuses on the “anger” emotion. In case 3 with s as
1 and 4, we can find words such as “(romantic)” and “(discrimination),” which explicitly
express like and anger emotions, respectively, by applying the discrete-based intervention mechanism for deciding the words. All these responses are appropriate not only in content but also in
emotion to the utterance, indicating the effectiveness of our model for considering the cause of
the responder state and the input utterance for the response simultaneously.
4.5.4 Analysis on Usage Representations. We also conduct some analysis to understand the
usage representations of words denoting its usage preference in different emotion expressions.
We randomly sampled four words from our DFGend ; we show the top-5 similar words based on
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Table 8. Target Words and Their Top-5 Similar Words under Usage and Semantic
Representations, Respectively, in Our DFGend with Respect to Sentiment

(love)
Usage
Semantic
(flower)
(life)
(wait)
(feeling)
(strong)
(perfume)
(skyline)
(family)
(abandon)
(woman)
(fool)
Usage
Semantic
(malice)
(fool)
(oppress)
(madman)
(pig)
(idiot)
(rogue)
(bad person)
(nonsense)
(wretch)

(cake)
Usage
Semantic
(reunion)
(barbecue)
(birthday)
(sushi)
(Christmas)
(chocolate)
(gift)
(dumplings)
(gift)
(cookie)
(Chinese Valentine’s Day)
Usage
Semantic
(gift)
(National Day)
(lovers)
(Mid-Autumn Festival)
(happiness) (Dragon Boat Festival)
(embrace)
(Spring Festival)
(feel)
(festival)

cosine similarity under both representations in Table 8. We can see that the nearest neighbors of a
same word are quite different under two representations. Take the word “(Chinese Valentine’s
Day)” as an example; the neighbors based on usage representations are “(gift),” “(lovers),”
and “(embrace),” which often happen at the expression with the emotion category “happiness.” Meanwhile, the neighbors based on semantic representations are “(National Day),”
“(Mid-Autumn Festival),” and “(Dragon Boat Festival),” which are semantically related
about the specific festivals.
4.6

Evaluation Results for the Continuous-based Generation

We first compare our proposed DFGen model against existing generative models with respect to
topic specificity.
4.6.1 Model Analysis. We first analyze our models trained with different distant supervision
information. For each model, given a test utterance, we vary the continuous state variable s by
setting it to five different values (i.e., 0, 0.2, 0.5, 0.8, 1) to check whether the learned model can actually achieve different topic specificity levels. As shown in Table 10, we find that: (1) The DFGenc
model trained with NIRF cannot work well. The test performances are almost the same with different s value. This is surprising, since the NIRF definition seems to be directly corresponding to
the topic preference of the responder. By conducting further analysis, we find that even though
the conversation dataset is large, it is still limited, and a general response could appear very few
times in this corpus. In other words, the inverse frequency of a response is very weakly correlated
with the response topic specificity. (2) The DFGenc model trained with NIWF can achieve our purpose. By varying the continuous state variable s from 0 to 1, the generated responses turn from
general to specific as measured by the distinct metrics. The results indicate that the max inverse
word frequency in a response is a good distant label for the response topic specificity. (3) When we
compare the generated responses against ground-truth data, we find the DFGencNIWF model with
the continuous state variable s set to 0.5 can achieve the best performances. The results indicate
that there are diverse responses in real data in terms of topic specificity, and it is necessary to take
a balanced setting if we want to fit the ground-truth data.
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Table 9. Examples of Response Generation from the EC Test Data

Utterance: ? ! Is there such an interesting place in Changsha?!
Ground-truth Response:  Shiyan Lake. Lin.
Seq2Seq-att:  It looks good, very good!
MMI-bidi: ? Really?
MARM: Good.
Seq2Seq+IDF: Good.
s=1: , ,  So beautiful. I like it.
s=2: ,  I still haven’t gone there and I am sad.
s=3:  There will be no disappointment without expectation.
s=4:  ,  Oh my god. I am so tired.
s=5: ,  I feel good and I am happy.
Utterance: , 
  It is still early to
leave the marriage, and there is still a certain distance from a virtuous wife.
Ground-truth Response: ,  ,   OK. It seems I
have to work hard, but your requirements are also high.
Seq2Seq-att: Yeah.
MMI-bidi: , Yes, Yes. I will try my best.
MARM: I will try my best.
Seq2Seq+IDF: Really good.
s=1: ,  ! Thanks for your support. Good luck!
s=2:  I feel lonely and cold.
s=3:  That can’t be said.
s=4: I feel bad in my heart.
s=5:  ,  It will be realized. Haha.
Utterance:  The power of love cannot be measured by
the geography.
Ground-truth Response:   Let’s do it at night, regardless of the
region, anyway.
Seq2Seq-att: Believe love.
MMI-bidi: ? Is the power of love true?
MARM: ? Is this true?
Seq2Seq+IDF: Love.
s=1: ,  It is really romantic. That is the desirable love.
s=2:   I don’t believe in love anymore.
s=3: Is this true?
s=4: It is naked love discrimination
s=5: ,  
Haha, I and my friends are stunned.
Utterance: ,   We have a similar dilemma with you,
and I am very sympathetic to your experience.
Ground-truth Response: ?
 ! Anyone dare to rob? Oh my God!
Seq2Seq-att: Thanks.
MMI-bidi: Thanks for your care.
MARM: Well.
Seq2Seq+IDF:  Let’s do it together.
(Continued)
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Table 9. Continued

s=1: The dilemma can exercise yourself.
s=2: 
 Poorness has been unable to describe my dilemma.
s=3:  It is unfair.
s=4: I feel so bad.
s=5: You need an optimistic attitude when you are in a difficult
dilemma.
s = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 are the outputs of our DFGend with the like, sadness, disgust, anger, and happiness emotions, respectively.

Table 10. Model Analysis of Our DFGenc with Respect to Topic
Specificity under the Automatic Evaluation

DFGencNIRF

DFGencNIWF

Models
s=1
s = 0.8
s = 0.5
s = 0.2
s=0
s=1
s = 0.8
s = 0.5
s = 0.2
s=0

Distinct-1
5,258/0.064
5,337/0.065
5,318/0.065
5,323/0.065
5,397/0.066
11,588/0.116
6,006/0.051
2,835/0.050
1,534/0.048
1,038/0.046

Distinct-2
16,195/0.269
16,105/0.271
16,183/0.269
16,087/0.270
16,319/0.271
27,144/0.347
17,843/0.257
9,537/0.235
5,117/0.218
3,154/0.211

BLEU-1
15.109
15.112
15.054
15.168
15.093
12.392
11.492
16.122
8.313
4.417

BLEU-2
7.023
7.003
7.001
7.032
7.011
5.869
5.703
7.674
4.058
3.283

Average
0.578
0.578
0.578
0.580
0.577
0.554
0.553
0.609
0.542
0.549

Extrema
0.380
0.381
0.380
0.380
0.380
0.353
0.350
0.399
0.335
0.334

Table 11. Comparisons between Our DFGenc with Respect to Topic Specificity
and the Baselines under the Automatic Evaluation

Models
Seq2Seq-att
MMI-bidi
MARM
Seq2Seq+IDF
DFGencNIWF ,s=1
DFGencNIWF,s=0.5

Distinct-1
5,048/0.060
5,074/0.082
2,566/0.096
4,722/0.052
11,588/0.116
2,835/0.050

Distinct-2
15,976/0.168
12,162/0.287
3,294/0.312
15,384/0.229
27,144/0.347
9,537/0.235

BLEU-1
15.062
15.772
7.321
14.423
12.392
16.122

BLEU-2
6.964
7.215
3.774
6.743
5.869
7.674

Average
0.575
0.586
0.512
0.572
0.554
0.609

Extrema
0.376
0.381
0.336
0.369
0.353
0.399

4.6.2 Baseline Comparison. The performance comparisons between our DFGenc model and the
baselines are shown in Table 11. We have the following observations: (1) By using MMI as the objective, MMI-bidi can improve the topic specificity (in terms of distinct ratios) over the traditional
Seq2Seq-att model. (2) By modeling different responding mechanisms as latent embeddings, MARM
can achieve the best distinct ratios among the baseline methods, but the worst in terms of the distinct numbers. The results indicate that MARM tends to generate specific but very short responses.
Meanwhile, its low BLEU scores also show that the responses generated by MARM deviate from
the ground truth significantly (p-value < 0.01). The results again demonstrate that depending only
on the input utterance is not suitable for the response generation. (3) By using the IDF information
of the response as the reward to train the Seq2Seq model, the Seq2Seq+IDF does not show much
advantages, but only achieves comparable results as MMI-bidi. (4) By setting the continuous state
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Table 12. Results on the Human Evaluation of Our
DFGenc with Respect to Topic Specificity

Seq2Seq-att
MMI-bidi
MARM
Seq2Seq+IDF

+2
29.32%
30.40%
20.11%
28.81%

+1
25.27%
24.85%
27.96%
23.87%

+0
45.41%
44.75%
51.93%
47.33%

kappa
0.448
0.471
0.404
0.418

DFGencNIWF,s=1
DFGencNIWF,s=0.5
DFGencNIWF,s=0

42.47%
20.62%
14.34%

14.29%
40.16%
46.38%

43.24%
39.22%
39.28%

0.507
0.451
0.526

variable s to 1, our DFGencNIWF model can achieve the best specificity performance as evaluated
by the distinct metrics. By setting the state variable s to 0.5, our DFGencNIWF model can best fit the
ground-truth data as evaluated by the BLEU scores, Average and Extrema. All the improvements
over the baseline models are statistically significant (p-value < 0.01). These results demonstrate
the effectiveness as well as the flexibility of our dual-factor generation model.
Table 12 shows the human evaluation results of our DFGenc model and baselines. We can observe that: (1) DFGencNIWF,s=1 generates the most informative responses and interesting (labeled as
“+2”) and the least general responses than all the baseline models. Meanwhile, DFGencNIWF,s=0 generates the most general responses (labeled as “+1”). (2) MARM generates the most bad responses
(labeled as “+0”), which indicates the drawbacks of the unknown latent responding mechanisms.
(3) By increasing the state variable s from 0 to 1 in our DFGenc model, the percentage of the irrelevant and ungrammatical responses (labeled as “+0”) is increasing. When we look at those cases
(label “0” given s = 1), we find that some input utterances may not need specific responses, while
the model is forced to generate the most specific response so it is likely to generate <UNK> words
in this case. This means that it is not always the best to assume that the topic preference of the
responder is very specific denoted as s = 1, and that is why s = 0.5 achieves the best in terms of
BLEU, average, and extrema metrics in automatic evaluation. (4) The kappa values of our models are all larger than 0.4, considered as “moderate agreement” regarding quality of responses. The
largest kappa value is achieved by DFGencNIWF,s=0 , which seems reasonable, since it is easy to reach
an agreement on general responses. Sign tests demonstrate the improvements of DFGencNIWF,s=1 to
the baseline models are statistically significant (p-value < 0.01). All the human judgment results
again demonstrate the effectiveness of our intervention mechanism.
4.6.3 Case Study. To better understand how different models perform, we conduct some case
studies. We randomly sample four utterances from the test dataset and show the responses generated by different models. As shown in Table 13, we can find that: (1) The responses generated
by the four baselines are often quite general and short, which may quickly lead to an end of the
conversation. (2) DFGencNIWF with large continuous state variable values (i.e., s > 0.5) can generate very long and specific responses. In these responses, we can find many informative words. For
example, in case 2 with s as 1 and 0.8, we can find words such as “ (eye make-up),” “ (temperament),” and “ (bright),” which are quite specific and strongly related to the conversation
topic of “beauty.” Specifically, the ground-truth response is relatively general compared with the
responses generated by our model. In case 1 with s as 1, we can find the word “ (brand)” is
quite related to the topic “ (tent).” (3) When we decrease the continuous state variable value,
the generated responses become more and more general and shorter from our DFGencNIWF model.
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Table 13. Examples of Response Generation from the STC Test Data

Utterance: 
,  ! A tent with three rooms and one hall, you’re worth
it!
Ground-truth Response:  I want to see what it looks like inside.
Seq2Seq-att:  , ! It looks good, very good!
MMI-bidi:  , It looks good, I like it.
MARM: Good.
Seq2Seq+IDF: The tent is good.
s=1:  ? I want to know what the brand of this tent is?
s=0.8:  
? I want to know where to buy it?
s=0.5: 

,  ! I want one too, but it’s a pity that I can’t afford it.
s=0.2:  ! Good, good.
s=0: ? Really?
Utterance:
!   !  ? Oh! Got caught! Why is Tang Wei so
beautiful?
Ground-truth Response:  !  ? I really like her! Can
someone help me tell her?
Seq2Seq-att:  ! I really like her!
MMI-bidi:  ! So beautiful. I really like her!
MARM:  I don’t like Tang Wei.
Seq2Seq+IDF:  , I really like her, I like.
s=1:  , ! I really like her eye make-up, and her temperament is
so beautiful!
s=0.8:  ,
! I really like her, and her eyes are so bright!
s=0.5: 
,  ! I think she is very beautiful, and I really like her!
s=0.2: 
! I think she is very beautiful.
s=0: Yes.
Utterance:  
,      I will keep such a
sweet samoyed, and let it accompany my children to grow up.
Ground-truth Response: ,
 What a good samoyed. I want to have
a dog too.
Seq2Seq-att: ? Is it a samoyed?
MMI-bidi: What a lovely samoyed.
MARM:  So lovely.
Seq2Seq+IDF: What a lovely dog.
s=1: , 
! The samoyed is so lovely, and I really want to keep one!
s=0.8: ,  The samoyed is so lovely, and I really want to pinch it.
s=0.5: , What a lovely dog, what a lovely dog.
s=0.2:  !  ! So lovely, so lovely!
s=0:  ! So lovely!
Utterance:
    ! Actually, this picture is a
drawing. It is very deceptive!
Ground-truth Response: !  It is a drawing! Too great.
Seq2Seq-att: ? Really?
MMI-bidi: ? Is it a drawing?
MARM: ? Is it not a drawing?
Seq2Seq+IDF: ? Is it a drawing?
(Continued)
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Table 13. Continued

s=1: 
 ! It is a physical labor!
s=0.8: ?  ! Is it a drawing? So amazing!
s=0.5: 
? I also want to know what your picture is?
s=0.2: ? Is it a drawing?
s=0: Good.
s = 1, 0.8, 0.5, 0.2, 0 are the outputs of our DFGencNIWF with different s values.

Fig. 5. t-SNE embeddings of usage and semantic vectors in our DFGencNIWF with respect to topic preference.

4.6.4 Analysis on Usage Representations. We also conduct some analysis to understand the usage representations of words, denoting its usage preference under different topic specificity levels.
We randomly sample 500 words from our DFGencNIWF and apply t-SNE [26] to visualize both usage
and semantic embeddings. As shown in Figure 5, we can see that the two distributions are quite
different. Two-tailed t-tests demonstrate the difference between these two distributions are statistically significant (p-value < 0.01). In the usage space, words such as “ (fatty liver)” and “
(outsit)” lie closely, which are both specific words, and both are far from the general words like
“ (fat).” On the contrary, in the semantic space, “ (fatty liver)” is close to “ (fat),” since
they are semantically related, and both are far from the word “ (outsit).”
Furthermore, given some sampled target words, we also show the top-5 similar words based
on cosine similarity under both representations in Table 14. Again, we can see that the nearest
neighbors of a same word are quite different under two representations. Neighbors based on semantic representations are semantically related, while neighbors based on usage representations
are not so related but with similar topic specificity levels. Namely, the usage representation can
well capture the the usage preference of the responder with respect to his/her knowledge state.
4.7

Comparison between Discrete-based and Continuous-based Generation

To further understand how our model works, we compare the responses generated by DFGencNIWF
and DFGend , respectively, on the EC dataset. Here, we choose the distinct and accuracy evaluation
metrics to analyze the differences between continuous-based and discrete-based generation. As
shown in Table 15, we can find that: (1) For the distinct metric, the relative order of DFGencNIWF
model with different topic specificity levels on the EC dataset is quite consistent with that on
the STC dataset as shown in Table 10. The results again demonstrate the effectiveness of our
continuous-based generation mechanism. The DFGend model with different sentiments on the
EC dataset perform almost the same, which indicates that the emotion category is very weakly
correlated with the topic specificity. Meanwhile, the overall performance of DFGend model with
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Table 14. Target Words and Their Top-5 Similar Words under Usage and Semantic Representations,
Respectively, in Our DFGencNIWF with Respect to Topic Specificity

(dad)
Usage
Semantic
(better)
(mother)
(sleep)
(brother)
(happy)
 (husband)
 (boring)
(grandfather)
(movie)
(girl)
(fatty liver)
Usage
Semantic
(outsit)
(fat)
(vegetarian)
(diet)
(walk)
(hypertension)
(causality)
 (sub-health)
(dumbbell)
(emesis)
(ketchup)
Usage
Semantic
 (misplaced)
 (persimmon)
 (bitter)
 (milk)
 (hamburger)
 (crawfish)
(pasta)
 (jackfruit)
 (chips)
 (mooli)

(fruits)
Usage
Semantic
(attempt)
(vegetables)
 (tempt)
 (milk)
(express)
(watermelon)
(own)
(rice)
 (dream)
(chocolate)
 (DSLR)
Usage
Semantic
 (Asian Cup)
(camera)
(read)
(photography)
(hemispherical)
(shot)
(anti-radiation)
(studio)
(UAV)
(image)
 (boyfriend)
Usage
Semantic
 (believe)
  (girlfriend)
 (good)
 (girlfriend)
(memory)
 (ex-girlfriend)
 (work)
 (husband)
 (powerful)
 (father)

Table 15. Comparisons between DFGenc and DFGend on the EC Dataset under
the Automatic Evaluation

DFGencNIWF

DFGend

Models
s=1
s = 0.8
s = 0.5
s = 0.2
s=0
s=1
s=2
s=3
s=4
s=5
s = ground-truth

Distinct-1
0.098
0.071
0.052
0.048
0.041
0.064
0.061
0.066
0.068
0.069
0.081

Distinct-2
0.323
0.265
0.199
0.184
0.181
0.231
0.225
0.236
0.237
0.237
0.284

Accuracy (%)
34.3
31.4
37.4
36.6
38.0
76.86

Specifically, s denotes the topic specificity level and sentiment in DFGenc and DFGend ,
respectively.

different sentiments is close to DFGencNIWF model with s = 0.8, while DFGencNIWF model with
ground-truth sentiments performs better. The reason of good specificity performance given by
DFGend model might be that emotional expressions usually contain specific and diverse words
or phrases. (2) For the accuracy metric, we compare the DFGencNIWF model with different topic
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specificity levels and DFGend model with the ground-truth emotion. Specifically, the emotion
accuracy is measured between the predicted emotion category of generated responses by the
emotion classifier and the ground-truth emotion category. Note, we do not show the accuracy
results of DFGend model with different given sentiments (i.e., s = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5), since it is not reasonable to compare the predicted emotion category with the ground truth. DFGencNIWF performs
worse than DFGend model, due to the fact that it mainly focuses on the topic specificity instead
of emotion. Specifically, DFGencNIWF with s = 0 performs better than that with other s values. The
reason might be that the general responses usually contain indicative words (e.g., “Good,” “Haha,”
and “Thanks”) of the “like” and “happiness” emotion, which contributes to the improvement
of the overall emotion classification accuracy. (3) By testing DFGenc and DFGend on the same
dataset, we can conclude that it is necessary to employ the specific intervention mechanism to
control the generation of the response with respect to a given responder state.
5 CONCLUSION
In this article, we formulated the conversation task as a dual-factor generation problem, where the
objective factor of the input utterance and the subjective factor of the responder affect the response
simultaneously. We proposed a novel Dual-Factor Generation model, which can well solve the
blandness and intervention issue in existing generation-based models. Specifically, we introduced
an explicit state variable into the Seq2Seq model, which interacts with the usage representation of
words to generate responses affected by the responder’s emotion state or topic preference state.
Empirical results showed that our model is capable of controlling the generation of the response
as restricted by a human and significantly outperform state-of-the-art generation methods under
both automatic and human evaluations.
This article focused on the problem of the single-turn conversation generation. In the future
work, we plan to control the response generation in the multi-turn conversation task, which is
critical in many natural language processing applications, e.g., customer services, intelligent assistant, and chatbot. Furthermore, we would like to investigate the proposed DFGen model. For
example, we can attempt to learn to adjust the most appropriate state variable in a data-driven
way instead of specifying a state, which can better unveil the responder’s state. In addition, we
can consider other important factors that may affect the response generation in practice.
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